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JOHN DAVID BRAND PhD MA FCA (1931-90). President 1980-1983. 

JOHN Brand died suddenly at his home on 10 October 1990 at the age of  fifty-nine.  Born in 
Rochester, where he lived all his life,  he there attended Sir Joseph Williamson's 
Mathematical School and subsequently trained as an accountant. He qualified  as a 
Chartered Accountant in 1953. He never married and is survived by his mother and a 
married sister. 

Beginning as a schoolboy collector he began to develop a more serious interest in 
numismatics during the 1950s. He soon found  in the Short Cross coinage of  Henry II, 
Richard I, John and Henry III what was, for  him, the right combination of  a varied and not 
too costly series that could be collected in quantity and which, despite the basic 
classification  established by Lawrence, still presented problems of  attribution and chrono-
logy that provided the intellectual challenge that he sought. 

It was at this period, that altogether with a number of  other serious collectors, he used to 
find  his way to the Adelphi premises of  A.H. Baldwin and Sons on Saturday mornings 
where, in a very relaxed and non-commercial atmosphere, there were opportunities to 
look at coins, talk and be subtly led along the steps of  conversion from  coin collector to 
numismatic student under the kindly guidance of  Albert Baldwin, Elmore Jones, Philip 
Whitting and, from  time to time, Christopher Blunt. After  lunch some might then walk up 
to the British Museum where Michael Dolley would further  stimulate interest and 
encourage collaboration in numismatic scholarship. 

It was a measure of  John's capacities that he quickly realised that the study of  the Short 
Cross series could not be restricted to his own, or, indeed, to any single collection and that 
a full  recording of  all the accessible material would be needed. He, therefore,  set out to 
visit all major public collections of  Short Cross coins in the United Kingdom, Ireland, 
France, Belgium and Holland and prepared systematic lists of  these which, characteris-
tically, he made available, free  of  charge, to appropriate institutions and to other students 
of  the series. He was, too, soon publishing a number of  hoards, often  in collaboration with 
others such as Michael Dolley, Elmore Jones and Anthony Thompson and this, in its turn, 
brought him into contact with French numismatists such as Jacques Yvon, Frangoise 
Dumas and Jean Duplessy who, at the time, were looking at a number of  French hoards 
with English Short Cross content. This was the start of  an association that was to be very 
fruitful  at a later stage. 

An interest in the early history of  his native county, Kent, had caused John to form  a 
collection of  Anglo-Saxon coins and particularly those of  Kent mints and his study of  these 
led him to a consideration of  some of  the wider aspects of  Anglo-Saxon numismatics. His 
numismatic work brought him into contact with historical studies and in due course he felt 
well enough informed  to be able to participate in the discussion of  a number of  issues in 
which numismatic evidence was a major factor  to be considered in reaching historical 
conclusions. This brought him into disagreement with Michael Dolley whose discovery and 
progressive elucidation, in the course of  a number of  papers, of  the theory of  a regular 
periodic renovatio of  the coinage from  the reform  of  Edgar to the end of  the reign of  Henry 
I, was argued by John to be insufficiently  founded  in firm  evidence as to the date of  its 
introduction and unlikely to be so regular in its periods of  execution as Dolley proposed.' 

Dolley, characteristically passionate in support of  what he felt  to be an important 
1 See bibliography 1967c, 1967d, 1978a and elsewhere. 
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personal discovery and drawing on the enormous prestige that his immensely creative work 
on Anglo-Saxon coins at the British Museum, in Scandinavia and for  the SCBI  had given 
him, was undoubtedly resentful  of  criticism from  someone he saw as an amateur much less 
qualified  than himself  and was unable to resist defending  his position in terms that were 
emotional and dramatic as well as scholarly. John, never one to compromise or to mince 
words, defended  his position no less vigorously and ultimately was to prepare a detailed 
statement of  his case. A version of  this was read as part of  his 1982 Presidential Address to 
the Society but in the light of  the near coincidence of  this with Dolley's death in March 
1983 it was felt  to be inappropriate to publish something so combative and critical of  him in 
the next volume of  BNJ.  John, therefore,  decided to publish his conclusions privately in 
the form  of  a monograph.2 While, in retrospect, one may regret that the Society was not 
willing to commit itself  to publication, and one can see that there was a certain 
intransigence on John's part, nevertheless, in the circumstances at the time both views 
were understandable. At least the course taken by John placed his case on record so that 
scholars can now make their own dispassionate judgements. 

Dolley's attack had stung John who felt  he had the judgement and ability to argue the 
case on equal terms and this almost certainly played some part in his decision in 1977 to 
embark on a full  time MA course in History at Kent University (his accounting 
qualification  being accepted as a first  degree). John had been suffering  from  ill health 
which was making it difficult  to continue with his full  time job and no doubt this was a 
factor  in his decision, too. However this may be, there was no doubt that full  time 
historical studies were very much to John's liking. There was, of  course, a price to be paid; 
for  no longer having a regular income from  employment he had progressively to sell his 
coins to meet his living costs but these were, in fact,  able to sustain him for  a considerable 
length of  time. 

John's MA thesis The  English  Coinage  1180-1247: Money,  Mints  and  Exchanges  was 
accepted in 1982 and soon after  academics at the LSE and QMC who had read his MA 
thesis offered  to supervise a PhD (to be awarded under the aegis of  London University). 
The thesis for  this, The  Exchequer in the Later Twelfth  Century,  was accepted in January 
1990. 

John was a member of  the British Numismatic Society, a fellow  of  the Royal Numismatic 
Society and a member of  the Societe Frangaise de Numismatique. After  many years service 
on the council of  the British Numismatic Society he became its Director in 1976 and was 
President from  1980 to 1983. He continued as Librarian from  1983 to 1987. For many years 
he acted as an auditor for  the Royal Numismatic Society. 

It was during the period 1975-80 that John was able to render signal service to the British 
Numismatic Society during a most critical period of  its existence. It had suddenly become 
apparent that the Society had slipped into serious financial  difficulties  as a result of  steeply 
rising printing costs which could not nearly be met out of  the then current subscription 
rates. These had been held down in the hope of  increasing the membership. The writer of 
this obituary, who was then the newly elected President, with the support of  Council, drew 
heavily on the energetic management abilities and accounting skills that John made freely 
available. By a process that involved some difficult  decisions, of  appealing for  donations, 
containing costs, and adjusting subscriptions, it proved possible to draw back from  the 
brink of  disaster and place the Society on the sound financial  footing  that it possesses 
today. It had been a near thing and there is no doubt in the writer's mind that, as much as 
the result can be attributed to any individual's efforts,  the Society's survival of  the inflation 
years of  the 1970s was the result of  John's work. 

It was thus fitting  that in due time John should become President and it was in character 

2 See bibliography 1984a. 
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that in that capacity he demonstrated the very 'hands on' attitude he had already shown to 
all aspects of  the Society's affairs.  For two years at this time he acted as Production Editor 
for  BNJ  and his concern to improve the organisation and management of  the library lead to 
him becoming Librarian for  four  years immediately after  relinquishing the Presidency. 
Although Presidents, along with other officers,  are elected annually it has become usual for 
Presidents to continue in office  for  five  years and this is undoubtedly desirable so as to 
provide a measure of  continuity. John, however, although pressed to let his name go 
forward  did not wish to be re-elected after  the third year. This was in part due to other 
pressures connected with his studies. It was also perhaps influenced  by the reluctance of 
the Society to publish his critical assessment of  Dolley's periodic change theories so soon 
after  Dolley's death. 

Mention has already been made of  the contacts that John had developed with French 
numismatists as a result of  collaboration on hoards of  French provenance with a Short 
Cross content. This was to lead to friendships  and to joint activities in a number of  other 
contexts. He played a large part in organising a joint weekend in London with the Societe 
Frangaise de Numismatique, the BNS and the RNS in 1976 and again, when the SFN 
organised its annual journees in Rouen in 1978 as another joint meeting, he undertook the 
co-ordinating work. At a later stage he played the prime part in organising the Symposium 
on Carausius and Allectus in London in 1984 and was personally instrumental in ensuring 
the participation of  a number of  leading French scholars. 

Also in the French context, John had developed an interest in the Anglo-Gallic coinage 
series and when Edward Elias started work on his book on this subject3 he very generously 
put his material at his disposal. He also made himself  available for  discussions on the issues 
that arose as Elias's work progressed and assisted in the preparation of  the final  draft. 

While John's numismatic interests were primarily focussed  on the middle ages his tastes 
were catholic and from  time to time we find  evidence of  interest in seventeenth, eighteenth 
and ninteenth century tokens, in Kentish hop tokens and in reckoning counters. Latterly, 
his historical studies led to publications of  a purely historical, non-numismatic character. 
Whatever he had to say, his work was well thought out, rigorously scholarly and entirely 
readable. 

Substantial though they may be, however, it is not by remembering his formal 
achievements that John's friends  will recall their warmest memories of  him. Above all we 
remember his generosity, not just material generosity, though that was great, but 
intellectual generosity, too. He would go to great lengths to assist others. Many will 
remember his participation as a lecturer in the BANS Lecture Courses twenty or thirty 
years ago. Many will remember fruitful  meetings he arranged and many will have 
memories of  their own of  the assistance they received from  him with their own projects and 
in bringing their ideas to a publishable form.  We have lost a good friend  for  whom nothing 
was too much trouble if  he felt  that it would advance numismatic scholarship. 

PETER WOODHEAD 

-1 The  Anglo Gallic  Coins, London/Paris 1984. 

In the course of  sorting out John's papers a consider-
able number of  files  containing extracts from  archives 
relative to coinage, exchanges, and the exchequer 
were found.  Some of  these have been translated into 
modern English, others are direct transcripts made by 
professionals.  These represent a considerable invest-
ment of  time and money on John's part and could be a 
mine of  information  to future  students. Through the 
kindness of  John's mother, these, together with a 

number of  other files  of  record material, have been 
given to the British Numismatic Society and, since 
they are in the form  of  a large number of  loose 
papers and thus unsuitable for  placing on open access 
in our library, they have been very kindly accepted 
on long-term loan by the British Museum, Depart-
ment of  Coins and Medals, where they may be 
consulted upon application to our Librarian. A list is 
as follows: 
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File 01 Extracts from  various rolls all relating to 
Short Cross coinage, exchanges etc. 

File 02 'The Assize of  Bread'. Draft  paper and 
associated supporting documents. 

File 03 Pipe Rolls (extracts). Mint accounts 1279-
File 04 A second file,  as last. 
File 05 Pipe Rolls (extracts). Henry III. 
File 06 Pipe Rolls (extracts). Before  Henry III. 
File 07 Pipe Rolls (extracts). Long Cross. 
File 08 Liberate Rolls (extracts). Payments by 

wardens. 
File 09 Patent Rolls (extracts). Long Cross. 

File 10 
File 11 

File 12 

File 13 

File 14 

File 15 

Extracts from  various rolls. Long Cross. 
Extracts from  various medieval chronicles. 
Long Cross. 
18th.-c Tokens and 'evasions'. Three ring 
binders of  rubbings. 
Brighton. Typescript. "Brighton Tokens" 
of  the eighteenth century. 6pp. 
Mint output of  Henry III. Paper with C.E. 
Blunt. Published but complete file 
retained. Contains papers by H.B.E. Fox 
and M. Dolley. 
File of  miscellaneous papers. 
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